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Recasting  
Gunmetal  
Taking Aim  
at Violence 
by luke t.  ba ker

Boris Bally  
Brave 3 (necklace), 2013 
27 x 16 x 1 5 ⁄8" 
100 gun-triggers (steel), stainless cord, 925 silver, 750 
gold (weapons courtesy Good4Guns Anti-violence 
Coalition, City of Pittsburgh, PA) 
photo: a a ron usher i i i  
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as all metalsmiths and jewelers know, metal assumes 
many forms during its lifetime: from ore to ingot to what 
we tend to think of as the finished product. Even when 
hardened into one form, metal possesses the potential for 
flux, and materials in their “final state” can be repurposed 
and crafted into something new. Throughout history, 
goods made from precious metals were considered tangible 
incarnations of an individual’s wealth. Tea services, flatware, 
or jewelry were “frozen assets” literally worth their weight 
in the silver or gold from which they were made. These 
objects were not only portable, but also mutable: able to be 

recast or retooled into newer 
styles or even converted 
back into currency if tough 
financial circumstances 
befell their owners.

Historically, war has 
proven a catalyst for 
campaigns to repurpose 
metals. Well-known 
instances of metals 
reappropriation include the 
15th-century transformation 
of Michelangelo’s bronze 
sculpture of Pope Julius II 
into a cannon, and Louis 

XIV’s financing of a costly 1689 war with the proceeds from 
melted-down silver furniture from his Palace of Versailles. 
In the modern era, citizens on both sides of the Atlantic 
aided the war effort during World War II by limiting their 
consumption of metal goods and contributing metal products 
to scrap drives. Reclaimed tin, copper, aluminum, iron, and 
steel built tanks, ships, planes, field supplies, and artillery. 

In the recent past, a number of jewelers and metalsmiths 
have taken an interesting approach to adaptive reuse 
when sourcing metal materials. Modernizing the Old 
Testament injunction from Isaiah to “beat their swords 
into plowshares, and their spears into pruninghooks” these 
craftsmen transform actual firearms, ammunition, and other 
instruments of violence into works of beauty and benevolence. 
For some, on a personal level there is catharsis in reclaiming 
control over decommissioned guns, while others hope that 
by reusing firearms they will raise public awareness about 
gun violence and prevention. Still others see an opportunity 
to fund antigun programs in the developing world through 
jewelry sales, or they may simply enjoy working with such 
symbolically loaded and macabre materials. All of these artists 
produce work that makes us consider the potential of metal’s 
alternate lives. 

Part humanitarian enterprise, part luxury atelier, 
Fonderie 47 made a splash in 2011 when it launched a 
collection of jewelry produced with metals salvaged from 
firearms recovered from war-torn nations in Africa. Founder 
Peter Thum cut his teeth as a social entrepreneur in 2001 
when he launched Ethos Water, a brand of bottled water that 
donates a fraction of its proceeds to securing safe drinking 
water for children. Fonderie 47 operates on a similar model, 
seeking to “fund the removal and destruction of AK-47s and 
other assault rifles from conflict zones,” as well as programs 
to build prosperity and alternatives for young people in these 
regions. The material of choice for Fonderie 47 artisans is 
steel obtained from the melted down Avtomat Kalashnikova 
assault rifle, better known as the AK-47. The AK-47 constitutes 
a major share of the estimated 20 million assault rifles on  
the African continent and is even pictured on the flag  
of Mozambique. These guns, first developed in the 1940s in 

Soviet Russia, are inexpensively produced and trafficked to 
African nations quite literally by the boatload, where they are 
available for far less money than anywhere else on earth. The 
AK-47’s hardiness, straightforward operation, and ubiquity 
throughout Africa make it the weapon of choice for arming 
child soldiers and armies engaged in civil warfare.

Fonderie 47’s offerings include lines by celebrity designers 
such as James de Givenchy and Philip Crangi, all working 
with reclaimed steel and other precious metals. The goods 
aren’t cheap—items range from a $3,000 pendant to a $350,000 
limited edition ultra-luxe watch—but each purchase funds the 
destruction of a specified number of assault rifles by enabling 
the efforts of Nobel Peace Prize–winning Mines Advisory 
Group, which oversees the confiscation and destruction of the 
weapons. To date, Fonderie 47 estimates it has facilitated the 
destruction of 34,000 African assault weapons—a small dent in 
the number of guns still circulating in nations like the Congo 
or Burundi, but a reduction they hope will drive up gun costs 
for those who wish to purchase them. In 2013 Thum launched 
Liberty United, a similar initiative that refashions illegal guns 
from American cities into designer jewelry, the proceeds from 
the sale of which are used to target gun violence.

Meanwhile, in upscale Greenwich, Connecticut, just eighty-
five miles south of Colt Manufacturing’s West Hartford firearm 
factory, another social entrepreneur is enlisting jewelry to 
get guns off the streets of America. Jessica Mindich founded 
Jewelry For a Cause in 2008 to raise money for schools and 
nonprofit organizations like the Red Cross. Recognizing the 
severity of gun violence in American urban centers, however, 
she soon partnered with the Newark Police Department 
(NPD) and shifted the focus of her mission. Jewelry For a 
Cause launched its “Caliber” line using reclaimed metals 
from shredded illegal guns collected by the Newark police. 
Although no longer produced with reclaimed gunmetal, 

James de Givenchy for Fonderie 47  
Phoenix Cuff, 2012 
AK-47 steel, diamonds, 18k rose gold 

Below:
Philip Crangi for Fonderie 47
Custom Signet Ring, 2011
AK-47 steel, 18k white and rose gold, 
18k gold leaf

each simple cuff, bangle, or cufflink is available in brass 
or steel (with a diamond inset option), and bears the serial 
number of one of the guns it helped destroy—by funding NPD 
gun buyback programs, where firearms are exchanged for 
cash with no questions asked. Mindich’s venture has been 
so successful—they raised over $40,000 for Newark’s police 
department in just over two months of sales—that she has 
already expanded the “Caliber” line to include brass cuffs, 
bangles and cufflinks made from bullet casings recovered 
from crime scenes in Pittsburg, California    

Other metalworkers choose to work with reclaimed guns 
and ammunition, less for political reasons than because they 
have access to the materials or enjoy the ominous associations 
inherent in making art from deadly weapons. During World 
War I, the tradition of “trench art”—goods crafted by soldiers 
or POWs from available materials, often bullets and shell 
casings—flourished on battlefields and military bases, places 
where metal mortar shells were abundant. Highly collectible, 
trench art hammered and carved from mortar shells ranges 
from kitchsy ashtrays and replica airplanes and ships to 
refined Arts-and-Crafts style vases shaped from shell casings 
by master coppersmith Dirk van Erp in the early 20th century. 
After emigrating from the Netherlands to the San Francisco 
Bay Area around the turn of the century, Van Erp found 
work as a coppersmith at a naval shipyard in Vallejo. In his 
spare time, he hammered cylindrical artillery shells into 
beautifully bowing vases, some with dimpled surfaces and the 
original manufacturer’s stamp still intact. Though Van Erp 
never served in the line of fire, his mortar-shell masterpieces 
make a graceful contribution to the canon of trench art and 
are some of the most desirable examples on the market today. 

“I like strong art, and I create strong art, and it’s the 
stuff I feed on,” says metalworker Al Farrow, who creates 
spectacular if diminutive churches, mosques, synagogues, 

Shredded illegal guns collected 
by the Newark Police Department, 
to be mined for Jessica Mindich’s 
“Caliber Collection”™

Jessica Mindich
Brass Bangle with Diamond from 
“Caliber Collection”™, 2013 
brass (shell casings from Newark 
Police Department), diamond
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and religious objects 
made from hundreds of 
bullets, gun parts, lead 
shot, and even grenades. 
The ominous beauty of 
Farrow’s small structures 
and somber reliquaries 
draws a sharp equation 
between violent conflict 

and world religions. Farrow’s work suggests a continuity 
of violence between past and present, as modern-day 
religious crusades take the form of skirmishes in Israel 
and the 2003 invasion of Iraq. For Farrow, the notion of 
violence sanctioned in the name of God is inherently 
contradictory and fraught with ethical problems. Familiar 
forms from seemingly opposing worlds collide in Farrow’s 
constructions, as banana-curved magazine clips from an 
assault rifle form the Gothic arch of a Christian cathedral. 
In another work, a realistic rendering of a bombed mosque, 
one side of the dome bears a gaping hole where a fictive 
explosive hit its mark. Farrow renders his sculptures safe 
for display in art museums by removing the gunpowder 
from bullets and detonating the primer (which sparks the 
propellant gunpowder). Many of the guns he works with are 
obtained by donations from around the world. 

John D. Ricker is a sculptor and self-taught metalworker, who 
has been working with weapons voluntarily surrendered by his 
local community for more than twenty-five years. Ricker’s peace 
activism began in the Bay Area, with mobile “gun bakes,” where 
area residents could bring in any unwanted or illegal firearms—
no questions asked—and proffer them to Ricker’s portable forge. 
Ricker used the destroyed guns to cast metal objects to benefit 
neighborhoods ravaged by gun violence, such as a 1996 bench 

For Farrow, the 
notion of violence 
sanctioned in the name 
of God is inherently 
contradictory and 
fraught with ethical 
problems.

Dirk van Erp 
Vases, ca. 1902–8
hammered brass shell casings
height tallest 13" 

installed in San Francisco’s Precita Park to commemorate a pair 
of teenagers shot and killed there, or the bike racks in front of 
San Francisco’s City Hall, cast from 75 semiautomatic weapons. 
His Gun Coffin, finished in 2008, comments more explicitly on 
the deadly toll of gun violence in America. Ricker toured this 
cagelike lattice of 125 hammer-flattened guns and munitions 
to Washington DC, where he witnessed firsthand its profound 
impact on veterans in particular. Now based in Portland, 
Oregon, Ricker remains committed to anti-violence activism. 
Through his organization Bang Bang Metal Works, Ricker 
aims to train veterans, childhood abuse survivors, and others 
traumatized by violence in basic metalworking techniques. 
Soon, his neighborhood gun bakes will resume, and local 
citizens will have a chance to take a few cathartic swings with 
a sledgehammer at a red-hot gun, smashing the weapon to 
smithereens and taking comfort in knowing that one fewer 
gun can wreak destruction in their community.

Based in Providence, Rhode Island, jeweler and metalsmith 
Boris Bally artfully “upcycles” materials, from street signs to 
found metals, repurposing and transforming familiar objects 
into new contexts. In firearms, Bally has found a rich source 
of material with ample social symbolism. His sculpture Gun 
Totem (2001), a concrete totem pole infused with over 1,000 
guns reclaimed from the streets of Pittsburgh (the artist’s 
hometown), suggests America’s reverence for the firearm as 
a talisman of destructive power. Installed across from the 
Federal Courthouse in Providence, the totem, bristling with 
rusty gun carcasses for the public to see and touch, seems to 
admonish the state’s legislative and judicial leadership to push 
harder for gun control laws. Bally has also created wearable 
art from gun parts, including the Jabberwocky brooch from 
1999 and Brave #3 neckpiece from 2013, each made from gun 
triggers, precious metals, and stones. Boris views these pieces 

Al Farrow  
Bombed Mosque, 2010 
guns, gun parts, bullets, steel 
40 x 56 x 34 π inches 
photo: jock mcdona ld; courtesy the 
a rt ist a nd c ath a r ine cl a r k ga llery 
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Steven Saracino 
Columbine Survival Bracelet, 2004 
(disassembled and assembled) 
sterling silver, mokume gane 
8 x 6 x 3"
photo: k .  c .  k r at t 

Beretta pistol), present-day guns remain absent from every 
American museum of design or contemporary art. Some, like 
New York’s Museum of Modern Art, have an institutional 
policy that prohibits their acquisition. Art made from guns, 
however, is seeing increasing institutional support and 
attention. In 2002, the British Musuem in London made 
headlines with the acquisition of Mozambique-born artist 
Cristóvão Canhavato’s Throne of Weapons (2002), a chair 
made entirely of reclaimed weapons manufactured all over 
the world and used in Mozambique during a civil war that 
claimed over a million lives. In 2005, Canhavato, who works as 
part of an artist collective in which he is known as Kester, was 
commissioned by the museum to create another welded gun 
sculpture, The Tree of Life, which stands almost 12 feet tall and 
is fabricated with guns collected from Mozambique villagers 
in exchange for goods including sewing machines, farming 
tools, and bicycles. 

Other artists have gun-based works in museum collections 
(Boris Bally’s Brave #2 necklace is in the collection of the 
Museum of Arts and Design, New York), or solo exhibitions of 
work made with weapons (Al Farrow exhibited his religious 
objects and sculptures at San Francisco’s De Young Museum 
in 2008). This fall, the Society for Contemporary Craft in 
Pittsburgh opened “ENOUGH Violence: Artists Speak Out,” an 
exhibition that responded to the upsurge of gun violence in 
America in recent years. One of the show’s fourteen featured 
contemporary artists was Steven Saracino, a metalsmith, 

jeweler, and design professor. Saracino’s Columbine Survival 
Bracelet was made in response to the NRA’s suggestion that had 
law-abiding students at Columbine been armed they might 
have been able to prevent the tragedy that left fifteen dead 
and twenty-one wounded. Saracino’s outsize piece is composed 
of two revolvers, made of sterling silver and mokune gane 
layered metal, pointing at one another, their butts mounted 
in a decorative base. To wear the 8-by-6-inch “bracelet” seems 
impractical and absurd—Saracino’s comment on the NRA 
suggestion that gun violence can be prevented with more guns. 

The alchemal metalworkers in this essay transform guns 
from objects of violence into works for peace, contemplation 
and civic betterment. They represent just a selection of the 
international jewelers and metalsmiths who confront gun 
violence with their art. Those who work with metal over 
any other medium, however, can perhaps best appreciate its 
capacity to shift forms and be literally recast into something 
new. By presenting ways to forge beauty out of a legacy of 
destruction, these artists reinvigorate their audiences with 
a sense of agency over violence. As they morph guns from 
objects designed for killing into art, the collective hope is to 
see a similar shift in global attitudes about guns and their 
place in contemporary culture.

Luke T. Baker has written about visual and material culture for the 
Museum of Modern Art and several publications including Art Papers, 
Modern, and Antiques. 

as having apotropaic 
qualities that protect the 
wearer from gun violence. 

In 1996, an engaging 
artistic dialogue about 
the role of guns in 
Connecticut’s history 
and present took place 
at Hartford’s Wadsworth 

Atheneum—in a juxtaposition that ultimately aimed to put 
guns back on the city’s streets, albeit in a new and nonviolent 
way. The Wadsworth-curated exhibition “Sam and Elizabeth: 
Legend and Legacy of Colt’s Empire” explored the historical 
marriage between the city of Hartford and the gun industry, 
commemorating the Colt family. Colt’s 1845 invention and 
mass-production of the repeating revolver changed forever 
the cultures of warfare and industrialized production in 
America. The Colt 45 revolver also had a huge impact on 
the city of Hartford, whose civic institutions—including the 
Wadsworth—were endowed in part by Colt’s fortunes. Offering 
a contemporary counterpoint to the exhibition, artist Bradley 
McCullem displayed 228 custom-designed city manhole covers 
outside the museum for the duration of the Colt exhibition. 
Cast from seized illegal guns, they provided poignant 
commentary on the continuing and often tragic relationship 
between the citizens of Hartford and firearms. Each manhole 
cover is stamped with the message “made from 172 pounds 
of your confiscated guns” and bears Colt’s Latin motto, which 
translates “He Who Suffers Conquers.” Audio testimonials 
from victims and others whose lives have been touched by gun 
violence played near the installation of stacked metal plates.  
By tying the history of handguns in America to Colt 
(along with the rise and deleterious decline of Hartford’s 
manufacturing economy), McCullem’s project put gun violence 

in context, while the replacement manhole covers emblazoned 
with the weight of the guns destroyed provides a metric for 
change that Hartford’s citizens can appreciate. 

In war-ravaged Cambodia, British artist Sophie Constable 
(distantly related to 18th-century artist John Constable) runs 
Peace Art Cambodia Project (PACP). Founded in 2003, PACP 
puts deadly weapons, many of them AK-47s or M16 assault 
rifles, left over from the brutal Khmer Rouge regime into the 
hands of local students, who in turn weld and forge them into 
monuments and works of sculpture. Initially, dealing with 
the surfeit of weapons leftover after warfare ceased in 1998 
was a challenge for the Cambodian government, though to 
date, hundreds of thousands of weapons have been recouped 
from Khmer caches and civilians alike. Public bonfires of 
decommissioned weapons, their stocks piled like haystacks, 
boosted public morale but wasted materials that Constable 
felt could be used instead to make art. Through donations 
of confiscated weapons and financial sponsorship (actress 
Angelina Jolie has been among the program’s supporters), 
PACP was able to set up a workshop for art students at Phnom 
Penh’s Royal University of Fine Arts, where they were trained 
in basic metalsmithing techniques and created their first 
sculptures from a hoard of 876 weapons. In 2004, a second 
course was offered where the students developed advanced 
skills, such as metalworking for furniture design, and 
manipulating metals in a forge. The students’ creations, 
which ranged from human and animal figures to rocking 
chairs and candelabras and even a working bicycle, were 
exhibited throughout Cambodia, and some traveled to 
Australia for display. Two students were later commissioned 
to produce a large-scale Bird of Peace sculpture for the 
Australian Embassy in Phnom Penh.

Despite their precision-engineered design (often for a 
specific purpose, such as a sniper rifle or a highly concealable 

The alchemal 
metalworkers in this 
essay transform guns 
from objects of violence 
into works for peace, 
contemplation and civic 
betterment. 

Bradley McCallum
Manhole Cover Project: A Gun Legacy, 
1996
public sculpture, testimonials
Installation view at Wadsworth 
Atheneum, Hartford, Connecticut
 
Manhole Cover Project: A Gun Legacy 
1996 (detail)


